Enhancing protein fold determination by exploring the complementary information of chemical cross-linking and coevolutionary signals.
Elucidation of protein native states from amino acid sequences is a primary computational challenge. Modern computational and experimental methodologies, such as molecular coevolution and chemical cross-linking mass-spectrometry allowed protein structural characterization to previously intangible systems. Despite several independent successful examples, data from these distinct methodologies have not been systematically studied in conjunction. One challenge of structural inference using coevolution is that it is limited to sequence fragments within a conserved and unique domain for which sufficient sequence datasets are available. Therefore, coupling coevolutionary data with complimentary distance constraints from orthogonal sources can provide additional precision to structure prediction methodologies. In this work, we present a methodology to combine residue interaction data obtained from coevolutionary information and cross-linking/mass spectrometry distance constraints in order to identify functional states of proteins. Using a combination of structure-based models (SBMs) with optimized Gaussian-like potentials, secondary structure estimation and simulated annealing molecular dynamics, we provide an automated methodology to integrate constraint data from diverse sources in order to elucidate the native conformation of full protein systems with distinct complexity and structural topologies. We show that cross-linking mass spectrometry constraints improve the structure predictions obtained from SBMs and coevolution signals, and that the constraints obtained by each method have a useful degree of complementarity that promotes enhanced fold estimates. Scripts and procedures to implement the methodology presented herein are available at https://github.com/mcubeg/DCAXL. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.